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Introduction. In the preceding paper [l ] we have introduced by means of

axioms a concept of quasi additive vector-valued set functions 0(7)

= (0i, • • • , <bk) in a class {7} of sets 7 of a space A, a concept of mesh 5(D)

of certain finite collections 7) of sets 7, and we have shown that an integral

3(/, T, 0) of a function/(/>, g) over a variety T: p=p(w), wQA, with respect

to the quasi additive set function 0(7), can be obtained by a standard process

of limit over quasi additive set functions as 5(D)—»0. Here f(p, g), />££»,

qQEk, is a function with/(/>, tq) =tf(p, q) for all /^O, satisfying usual hypoth-

eses of continuity.

In the present paper, we discuss the problem of extension of quasi addi-

tive set functions 0, 0r, ||0||, |0r|, 0+, <f>7 into measures v, v„ p, ßr, /*+, ß7 in

A, and consequent representation theorem for the integral 3f.

First the axioms underlying quasi additive set functions and mesh are

reworded (§1) in such a way to take into account the sets G of a given class

© of "open" sets of A. Then a first extension of the functions 0, 0r, ||0||, etc.,

is made into the class ® of open sets G (§2). It is shown by examples that, in

the present generality, the extension, say 7 of 0||, does not satisfy necessar-

ily simple expected properties as 7( EG,) S> £ V(GA and others. Neverthe-

less, the addition of further and very natural axioms allows to prove some of

these properties as theorems. Finally (§3), by a further slight reinforcement

of the same axioms, we prove that the extensions v, vT, ß, ßr, p7, ß7 in the

minimum cr-ring 93 of sets BQA, 93 containing ©, are measures, and that

vr = v7 — v7, r=l, • • • , A, are the Jordan decompositions of the measures

ßT = ßtA-ß7, i.e., vt = ß7, v7 = ß7. Since the measures vt are absolutely continu-

ous with respect to/¿, the Radon-Nikodym derivatives 0r = ¿j'r/d¿i,r= 1, • • • ,A,

exist ¿i-almost everywhere in A, and it is proved that ||d|| = 1, 0 = (dx, ■ ■ ■ , 0k),

ju-almost everywhere in A (§5). Finally, it is proved (§6) that the integral

3 admits of the following integral representation

W,T,<t>)=   f f[p(w),9(w)]dß.
Ja.

The present paper extends to all integrals 3 results proved in [3] for the

analogous integrals of surface area theory.
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1. Quasi additive set functions. Let A be a set, { 7} a collection of subsets

7 of A which we will denote as "intervals," ® a collection of subsets G of A

which we will denote as "open" sets of A. We shall suppose that AE®.

Let 35 = {D} be a family of finite systems D of sets 7£ {7}, i.e., D = [i]

= [7i, ■ • • , In]. For any nonempty set GE® and D= [7]£35, let Da denote

the subset of all 7£T> which are completely contained in G; i.e., D a

= [7, IED,IEG]. Finally, let 35g denote the collection of all Da obtained by

systems D £35. We shall suppose that

(bi) either (bi) any two sets I, JEDG, Dg£35g, are disjoint, or (b") A is

a topólogical space and any two sets I, JEDa, 75 g £ 35 g , are nonover-

lapping ;

(b2) For every nonempty GE® the collection 35g is nonempty; i.e., there are

systems T>£35, T>= [7], such that I EG for some IED.

Let 8(Dq, G) be a function (mesh) defined for every 750£35g and GE® satis-

fying the following axioms:

(di) 0<S(T»g, G) < oo for every T>g£35g;

(d2) given e > 0 and G £ ®, G 9e 0, there are systems Da E 35g with

0<8(Da,G)<e;
(d3) given r>0 and any nonempty GE®, there is a number v=v(t, G)>0

such that, for every system 75 £35 with 8(D, A) <v we have 8(Dq, G) <t

and Dq is nonempty.

Axioms (bi), (di), (d2) are analogous to the ones proposed in [l] where A

was the only set G; axioms (b2), (d3) establish a relation between the sets

G and A. For the sake of simplicity, we shall often denote by D instead of

Da any system 7?g£35g.

Let 0(7) = (0i, • • ■ , <pk), IE {i}, be any real vector set function defined

for every 7£ {7}.
We shall say that 0(7), 7£ {7}, is quasi additive, with respect to the mesh

8(D, G) and the families {7}, ®, 35, provided (0) given e>0 and GE®,

there is a number r¡ = r](e; G)>0 such that, if D0a= [I] is any system in

35g with 8(Dqo, G) <rj, then there is also a number X=X(e, 7>0g, G)>0 such

that, for every system D0= [J], DcE&o, with 8(Da, G) <X, we have

E HD - Hi)
jcr

<*,(0i) E
ieDa

(n) E' Ikcoil < «,
where E' ranges over all JEDa not completely contained in any IEDoa.

We shall denote by 5(0, DG) the sums

5(0, Da) =   E *(/)•
IGD0
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If m is any real number, let m+, m~ be, as usual, the numbers m+

= (\m\ +m)/2, »i- = (|»i| -m)/2.
We shall say that a scalar vector function 0(7), 7£ {7}, is quasi subaddi-

tive provided the statement (0) holds which is analogous to (0) where (0i),

(02), are replaced by the single relation

(0) E [ E HD - Hi)]   < e.

As a consequence of [l, 3.iv] we have now

(l.i)  Under hypotheses (0), (b), (d) and for every GE® the limits exist

35(G) = 33(0, G) =    lim   5(0, D0), « = («,, • • • , «,),
J(flO)-H)

<Br(G) = SS(0r, G) =    lim    5(0r, Da), - «. < Sßr < + «,
ä(I>fl)->0

V(G) = F(|kl|, G) =    lim   5(|k||, DG), 0 ^ F = + »,
ä(DG)-K)

Fr(G) = F(|0r|,G) =    lim   5(10,1, Do), 0 g Fr á + »,
S(Z>0)-»0

F+(G) = F(0+ G) =    lim   5(0+ Do), 0 ¿ F,+ á + «,
«(Do)-*)

Fr(G) = V(4>7, G) =    lim   5(0r-  Do), 0 ^ Fr = + <*>,
iU>G)-»0

wAere Dg£35o, G£®, o«á r= 1, • ■ • , A.
We shall denote by F(||0||, G) the total variation of 0 with respect to G

(or in G), while F(||0||, ^4) is the total variation of 0 in the whole space A,

(or simply the total variation of 0). As a consequence of [l, 3.v] we have

(l.ii)   Under the same hypotheses as in (l.i), and V(A) < + a>, we have

V7(G) - V7(G) = 35r(G),

F+(G)  +  Fr(G)   =   Fr(G),

| S5r(G) |   á Vr(G) 5; V(G),
r   * ni/2        r   * -11/2 *

II»(Oil =      E 8r(G) á      E Fr(G) ^ F(G) ̂ E Fr(G).
L r=l J L r=l J r=l

Note that the limits above are determined by means of the collection 3) o

of systems Do, and the collection 35g is thought of as partially ordered ac-

cording to 8(Do, G) decreasing.

Note that, given t>0 arbitrary and any GE®, there is a number

v = v(t, G)>0 with properties stated in (d3). Thus, for any D£35 with

8(D, A) <v, the corresponding system DG£35a is nonempty, and 8(Do, G) <t.

Thus, as a consequence of (d3), the limits (l.i) can be determined also by

means of the same collection 35g of systems Da= [7£D, 7£G, D£35], where
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this collection is partially ordered according to 5(7), A) decreasing. In other

words, we have

(l.iii) 93(G) = 93(0, G) =lim{(D,x)-.o 5(0, DG),and analogous relations hold

¡Or 0r,  ||0||,   |0r|,0+, 0r.

(l.iv) IfGxQd, Gx, G2£®, then V(Gx) Ú V(G2). In particular V(G) Ú V(A)
for every G£®. Analogous relations hold for VT, 7+, V7.

Proof. Take r= 1 in (d3) and let i» = min (vx, v2), Vi = v(l, GA,i= 1, 2. Then,

for all 7)£2), with 5(7), A) <v, the corresponding systems7), = DG,:QD, i — 1,2,

are not empty and DxQD2. Hence, 5(||0||, 77i) ̂ 5(||0||, D2). As 5(77, ¿)->0 the

corresponding sums approach 7(Gi) and V(G2) respectively. Hence 7(Gi)

è V(G2). Analogously for the other relations.

As a consequence of (l.iv) we conclude that 7(^4) < + <» implies V(G),

Vr(G), V+(G), 7r(G)< +°o for all G£®, r = l, • • • , A. As a consequence

of (l.iii) and of [l, 3.vi, vii] we have

(l.v) Under the same hypotheses as in (l.i), and-V(A) < + 00, all functions

0i 0r> II0II. 0r, 0+. 4>7 are quasi additive with respect to 5 and 2) in any G£®.
Also, given G£® and e>0, there is a ß = ß(e, G)>0 such that

||5(0, Do) - 93(G)|| < e,        I 5(||0||, DG) - V(G) \   < e,

for every 7)g£2)g with 5(Da, G) <ju, and analogous relations hold for VT,

7+, Vr , r=l, ■ • ■ ,k. In addition, if Dog, DogQ&g, 5(D0q, G) <p(e, G), there

is a X=X(e, Dog, G)>0 such that for any system Do with 5(Dg, G) <X we have

£r || £(/) 0(7) - 0(7)|| < e,        £' ||0(7)|| < e,

£r I £<" ||0(7)|| - ||0(7)|| I   < e,

where 23r ranges over all IQDog, £(/) over all JQDG with JQI, and 23'

ranges over all JQDa, 7 (£7 for any IQDoa-

2. Connections with a topology in A. We shall now suppose that

(a) A is a topological space ; U is the collection of all open sets of A, and ® is

a subcollection of open sets of A containing A ; hence U is closed with

respect to infinite union and finite intersection, 0QU, AQU, and

®£U, AQ& (0 the empty set).

Also, from now on, under hypothesis (b) of §1 we shall understand (bi)

and (b2), and the same convention is made for (d) and (0).

Suppose that all hypotheses (a), (b), (d), (0) hold and, in addition, that

(c) Each set IQ{i\ is connected.

If $ is the collection of all closed sets KQA, i.e. $ = [K, A -7C£U], then

the collection $ is closed with respect to the operation of infinite intersection

and finite union. The closure if of a set MQA is the intersection of all closed

sets K~2)M. As a consequence, if Gi, G2£®, GxC\G2 = 0, then GinG2 = GiPiG2
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= 0. Indeed AT = .4-G2 is closed, JlOGi, and Gi£AT; hence Gi(~\G2 = 0,
and for the same reason GiC\G2 = 0.

Notethatif 7 = UíG<, GíC\Gj = 0, it¿j, i, 7 = 1, 2, • • • , and 7£ {7}, then
IEGí for one and only one i, as a consequence of (c). Suppose indeed I(~\Gi

7^0, ir\Gj7¿0 for some i^j. Let G' = UG* where U ranges over all

A = l,2, • • ■ ,k^j, and note that G'EVi,Gjr\G' = 0,ir\Gj^0,ir\G' = 0,
and now (ir\Gh If\G') is a partition of 7. Indeed (ir\Gj)VJ(Ii\G') = I,
(ir\Gj)r\(ir\G')=0,  ci(ir\Gj)r\(ir\G') = 0,   (inGj)r\ci(ir\G') = 0.
This contradicts (c). Hence IC\Gi = 0 for at most one i. Since 7CU,- G,-, we

conclude that 7£G< for one and only one i.

(2.i) Under hypotheses (a), (b), (c), (d), (0), and V(A) < + «>, for every se-

quence (finite, or countable) of sets G<£© with Go = U,-G<£®, GiC\Gj = 0,

i, j= 1, 2, • • • , îVj, we have

»(Go) = E »(GO,       F(G„) = E F(G,),
t i

aw¿ analogous relations hold for Vr, V?, V7, r = 1, • • • , A.

Proof. Suppose first that the sequence G¿, i= 1, • • • , N, is finite. Let us

consider the numbers Vi—v(\, G,), t=0, 1, • • • , A7', defined in (d3), and put

p = min [vo, vi, ■ • ■ , vn]. Then, for every D£35 with 8(D, A)<v, the cor-

responding systems Di = DGiED, i=\, ■ • • , N, are nonempty, disjoint, and

Do = DiUD2W • • • UD.v. Hence

5(0, Do) = ¿5(0, Dd.
t-i

By (l.iii) as 8(D, A)—>0, we obtain

»(Go) = E ®(G.-).

Analogous reasoning holds for V, Vr, V~7, V7, r=l, • • • , A.

Suppose now that the sequence G,, t=l, 2, • • • , is infinite. Given e>0,

let p — p(e, Go) be the number defined in (l.v). Let v = v(u, Go). If D is any

system D=[7]£35 with 8(D, A)<v, then, for the corresponding system

Do = Do„ED we have

(2.1)
ô(Do, Go) < p,

»(Go) - E HD <*, f(Go) - E Ikcoll
icC»

<*,

and analogous relations hold for Fr, Fr+, Fr. If we denote by D, D0 also the

set covered by all 7£D, or 7£D0, we have D0CGo = U, G¿. Since each 7£D0
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belongs to a well determined set G<, and D0 is finite, we have 7)oCGiUG2V7 • • •

WGjv for a well determined minimum N^l.

LetX=X(e, D0, G0)>0 be the number defined in (l.v) and, for any n^N,

let ßi=p(e/n, G<), i=l, • • • , n. Let vo = v(^, Go),Pi=p(jti, d), t = l, • • • , n,

and v* = min [v, v0, vx, • • • , vn]. If 7)'= [7] is any system 77'£2) with

5(7)', A) <v*, then for the corresponding systems Do =DGllQD', Di=D'a.

CD', we have 7)0' CG0, D[ £G¿, 5(7)0', G0) <X, 5(7)/, G<) <pit i = 1, • • • , n,
and each JQD0' belongs to one and only one d, i=l, • • • , n', n'^n, and

hence to D¿ =77i'U7)2'U • • • W77;. In addition, we have

(2.2)

(2.3)

and finally

£
IcO0

£ 0(7) - 0(7)
^cl

23(G.) -   £ 0(7)
Jc-G,-

< h £      l|0(7)|| < t,
JcG„;J<tI

< e/n, i = 1,

93(G„) - 23 93(G.) = J93(G0) -   £ 0(7)1 -   £ \ £ 0(7) - 0(7)1
Í-1 V rcGo ; 7cG0 L   Jal J

-£*0(7) + Êr  £ 0(7)-93(G,)l,
t=i L ;c«¡ J

where £* ranges over all 7£77ó with 7CG0, J(£l for any IQD, J QGi

for some 1 ̂ i^n. Thus £* is less inclusive than the second sum in (2.2). By

virtue of (2.1) and (2.2), (2.3), we have

93(G0) - £93(G,) <4e

for all n^N. Thus, the series below is convergent and

93(Go) = £ 93(G,).
i-X

Analogous proof holds for 7. Hence

00

V(G0) = £ V(d)
Í-1

where this series is convergent, and hence the previous one is absolutely

convergent. The same reasoning holds for 7r, 7+, V7, r = l, 2, • • • , A.

We shall now consider the following requirements:

(Hi) If dQ®,i = l, 2, • • • , and G<->0 as i-+*,, then 7(G,)->0 as ¿->°o,
and analogous relations hold for 93, 7r, 7+, V7.
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(H2) If Go, G,£®, i=l, 2, • ■ ■ , GiQGi+x, Gi-^Go as ¿—><», then V(GA
—>7(Go) as i—*<x¡, and analogous relations hold for 93, 7r, 7r+, V7.

(H,) 7/G,£®, *=1, 2, • • • , awd G = U,- G,£®, &U ■ ■ • \JGnQ®for all
n, then V(G) ^ £,■ V(GA, and analogous relations hold for Vr, 7r+, V7.

Neither of these requirements is a consequence of the quasi additivity of

the function 0 and of the general hypotheses. This can be seen by examples.

Suppose first ^4 = (0<m<1), {7} the collection of all open subintervals

of A, say I=(a<u<b), 0^a<b¿l, 2) the family of all finite systems 77 = [7]

of nonoverlapping intervals 7, ® the collection of all open subsets G of A.

Now suppose 0 a scalar, 0(7) = 1 if 7= (0, b), 0 <b á 1, and 0(7) =0 if 7= (a, b),

0<a<b^l. A mesh 5(Dg, G) for DG= [i], 7= (a, b) QG, can be defined as

follows. If G contains no interval (0, b), b > 0, then we take 5(7)<?, G)

= max (b — a). If both G and Do contain intervals (0, b), (0, b') respectively,

0<b' ^¡b, then we take again 5(DG, G) = max (b—a). If G contains an interval

(0, b), b>0, and DG contains no interval (0, b'), 0<b'?¿b, then we take

5(7)g, G) = 1+max (b—a). Obviously, 5 is a mesh satisfying axioms (d), 0 is

quasi additive with respect to 5, {7}, ®, 2), and requirements (a), (b), (c)

are satisfied. Now we have ||0|| =0, 7(0, A) = 1, 7(0, G) = 1 if G contains an

interval (0, b), b>0, and 7(0, G)=0 otherwise. If we consider the sequence

Gj= (0, 1/i), i= 1, 2, • • -, we have 7(0, G<) = 1 for all i, though lim G, = 0.
Thus (Hi) is not satisfied. If we consider the sequence G, = (l/i, 1), we have

G = UjG, = (0, 1), and 7(0, G) = l, 7(0, G,)=0 for all i. Thus (H,) is not
satisfied. We have also GiQd+x, d—>G, and thus (H2) is not satisfied.

As a second example let us consider the one given in [2, Note, p. 400 ].

There, A is the closed unit square A £E2, {7} is the set of all simple closed

polygonal regions in A, 2) the collection of all finite systems D= [i] of non-

overlapping 7£ {7}, © the collection of all sets GC-4 which are open in A,

0(7) is the scalar function u(I) representing the signed area of the (flat)

continuous mapping T: A—>E2 defined there. For any set G£® and finite

system 7)= [7] of nonoverlapping closed simple polygonal regions IQG, let

d, m, ß be the indices of D with respect to the mapping (T, G) defined in

[2, p. 358], then 5 = d-\-m-\-p is a mesh satisfying axioms (d), and 0 is quasi

additive with respect to 5, {7}, ®, 2), as mentioned in [l, §4, Example 12].

Now we have ||0|| = |0 |, and 7is the Geöczearea of the mapping T. As shown

in [2, Note, p. 400], (H3) is not satisfied (not even for a system of two sets

d).
The following further axiom would allow us to state (H3) as a theorem (see

2.iii below) :

(e) Given any two distinct sets Gx, G2£®, Gx(^G29i0, and Go = GiWG2, and

any 7={7}, 7£G0, with IC\Gx = 0, IC\G2=0, there is a number
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X = x(T, Gi, G2)>0 such that for any system DG„ = [J], Dg0£35o0 with

8(DGi, Go) <Xi and for any JEDG¡¡ with T£7 we have either T£Gi, or
JEG2, or both(2).

(2.ii)  The hypotheses (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (0), and V(A) < » imply V(G)

^F(Gi)+ • • • +V(GN)forallGiE®,i = l, ■ • • ,N,withGi\J ■ ■ ■ KJGnE®
for all n = \, • • ■ , N, G=U<Gi, and analogous relations hold for Vr, V~7, V7.

Proof. Let us suppose first that we have two sets Gi, G2£© with Gi(~\Gi

5^0,andGo = GiUG2£®. Given e>01etusdetermine the numberspj = p(e, G¡)

of (l.v), 7 = 0, 1, 2. Then let us determine the numbers Vj = v(p,j, G;), 7 = 0, 1, 2,

of (ds). Finally, let D0= [7] be any system D0£35 such that 8(D0, A)

<min [vj, j = 0, 1, 2]. Then the corresponding systems Doj=Dog,£Do of all

7£D0 with IEGj, j = 0, 1, 2, satisfy the relations

(2.4)
o (Doy, G¡)  < flj,

v(Gj) - E IkCO<«, j = 0, 1, 2.

Now let us determine the numbers Xy = X(e, Doy, G,) of (l.v) and the cor-

responding numbers vj' =vÇKj, G,), j = 0, 1, 2, of (d3). Also, for every 7£D0o

(i.e., 7£Go, 7£D0), with IC\Gi^0,IC\G2^0 (if any), let us determine the

number xi — x(I> Gi, G2) of (e). Let x = min xr for all 7 as above, if this class is

not empty; otherwise put x = 1- Finally, let us determine the number

v'"=v(x,Go)oi(d3).

Let D=[J] be any system D£35 with 8(D, A) <min [vj,vj',v"',j = 0, 1,2].

Then the corresponding systems Dj = DGjED of all JED with JEGj,

7 = 0, 1, 2, satisfy the relations:

5(Dy, Gj) < Xy, m, «(Do, Go) < x,

(2.5)

(2.6)

E
7c G,

E lk(T) kco

F(Gy) -   E lk(T)||

<i,

<«, i = 0, 1, 2.

By 8(flfi0, Go) <x we conclude by virtue of (e) that, for every JEDGo, JEI

for some 7CGo, 7£D0o, we have either JEGi, or JEG2, or both. Hence, the

following identity holds:

(2) Statement (e) and consequent statement (H3) are actually proved in surface area theory,

when (©) is the collection of all subsets of A which are "whole" and open in A (see [2, pp. 396-

400, and in particular p. 399]). The same holds for (Hi) [2, p. 396], for (Hs) [2, p. 120] and the
other axioms.
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V(Gx) + V(G2) - V(Go)

= \v(Gx)-   £ ||0(7)||1 + \V(G2)-   £ ||0(7)||1
L j<zGx A      L /cflj J

+     £    II0OII+   £   Il0(/)ll+   £   Ikcoll
JcO^G^/cr JcOi-.Jtl JcG2;/*r

+ e r e n*c/)ii - lililí+r e wm\ - v<&>]
IcOa L Jal A        L JcG0 A

= mx + m2 + ■ • • + W7.

By (2.4), (2.6) we have mx, m2, m7^—e, and obviously m3, mu m^O.

By (2.5) we have m^-c Thus 7(Gi) + 7(G2) - 7(G0) è -7e where e>0 is

arbitrary. Thus

7(Gi) + V(G2) - V(Go) è 0,

for all Gi, G2£®, G0 = GiUG2£®, with GxC\G29*0. By (2.i) this relation

holds also if GiHG2 = 0. Thus

(2.8) 7(Gi U G2) Ú V(Gx) + V(Gt)

for all G,, G2£®, with GiUG2£®.
If Gi, • • • , Gjv£® are given sets, as in (2.ii), 2 ^7V< + w, then by apply-

ing (2.8) TV — 1 times to the pairs (Gi, G2), (Gi U G2, G3), • • • ,

(GiW ■ • • UGtf-i, Gat), we conclude that

(2.9) 7(Gi U G2 U • • • W G,) g 7(d) + • • • + 7(GW)

for all Gi, • • • , Giv£®, 2^7V< 00, as in (2.ii). The corresponding relations

for 7r, 7r+, 7r follow by analogous argument.

(2.iii) The hypotheses (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (0), (H2), and V(A) < + »,

imply (H3).

Let d, i= 1, 2, ■ • • , beany sequence of sets Gi£®, with 77„ = U"_1 G,£®,

w = l, 2, • • • , Go= EitiG,, Go£®. Then we have H„CH„+x, Hn—>Go as

m—»». Thus, by (H2), we have 7(77„)—>7(Go) as n—>°o and, given e>0

there is an w0 such that 0^ V(Go)~ 7(77„)<é for all n^»o. On the other

hand we have, by the considerations above, 7(77„) á 7(Gi) + • • • + V(G„)

and 7(G,)^0, i=l, 2, • ■ ■ . Thus

7(Go) á 7(77„) + e ^ 7(Gi) + • • • + V(Gn) + e

á £ V(G) + e,
»=1

for every e>0, and hence
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V(Go) è Ë V(Gi).
t-i

The corresponding relations for Fr, Fr+, V7 follow by an analogous argument.

Thereby (2.iii) is proved.

The following further axiom would allow us to state (H2) as a theorem.

(g)  The sets 7£ {7} are compact (in the topological space A with topology U).

(2.iv) The hypotheses (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (g), (0), and V(A)< + »,

imply (H2).

Proof. Given e>0, let us determine the number ri=ri(e, Go) of (l.v). Then

let us determine the number v = v(ji, Go) of (d3). Let D0= [7] be any system

D0£35 such that S(D0, A) <v. Then the corresponding system D0oCD0 of all

7£D0 with 7£Go satisfies the relations

(2.10) 5(Doo, Go) < /*, f(Go) - E Ikooll
IcGo

<«,

and analogous relations for 33, Fr, Fr+, V7.

Since the set D0o covered by the sets 7£D0o, 7£G0 is compact and D0oCG0,

while G,~»Go as i—»00, there is an n such that D0o£G< for all i^n. Thus the

set Do< of all 7£D0 with 7CG< coincides with D0o, say D0*=D0o. For any

fixed i^n, let us consider the numbers pt=p(e, Gi), and put Vi = v(pi, G,). Let

X=X(e, Doo, Go), X,=X(e, D0l-, G,) be the numbers defined in (l.v), and put

ff = j»(X, Go), <Ti = vÇki, Gi). Finally, let D=[/] be any system D£35 with

8(D, .4)<min [v, Vi, a, <ri\. Then the corresponding system D,CD of all

JED with JEGi satisfies the relations Ô(D<, G,) <At,-, Xj, and

V(Go) -   E l|0(T)
/cdn

(2.11)     E
re G0

E
JcG¿

E lk(T)ll - lk(/)ll
J<zl

E lkCOll - \\¥X)\\
J<zl

V(Gi) -   E lk(T) <i,

E   Ikoll < «,

E   ikcoll < <•

Note that the first sum in the third line is equal to the first sum in the

second line, and the second sum in the third line is ^ the second sum in the

second line. Analogous relations hold for 0, 0r, |0r|, <P7, 0r, r = l, • • • , A.

Note that, as a consequence, we have also

(2.12) E      lk(T)||<e,
JcGo./iGj

E     HD
JcOt¡;JiGi

< e, etc.

Since
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7(Go) - V(d) = |"7(G„) -   £ ||0(7)||] - \v(d) -   £ \\<b(J)\\]
L /cG0 J      L ;cO¡ J

+       £       l|0(7)||,
JtzGu;J<tGi

by (2.11) we have also

0 g 7(Go) - V(d) ^ e + e + e = 3e.

This relation holds for all i^n, and this proves that V(GA—*V(Go) as i-+<*>.

3. A measure ß associated to 0. We recall first a few definitions. A col-

lection 21 of subsets E of A is said to be a ring if E, F£21 implies EVJF,

E — F£2I; an algebra if 21 is a ring and A £21; a cr-ring (cr-algebra) if 21 is a

ring (algebra) and £j£2i,î = l, 2, • • • , implies U,- £<£ 21. A cr-ring (cr-algebra)

is closed with respect to the operations of countable union and countable

intersection [4, p. 24]. A ring contains the empty set 0.

A collection 21 of subsets E of A is said to be hereditary if ££F,F£2l

implies ££21. A real-valued set function m(E), 72£2I, defined on every set

of a collection 21 of subsets of A is said to be monotone if EQF,E, F£2I,

imply m(E)^m(F), is said to be countably subadditive if £,£21, i=i, 2,

• • • , Ui EiQA imply m(U,- EA g £< «(£.-).
A set function defined on 21 is said to be an outer measure provided 21

isa hereditary cr-ring, if m(0)=O, and m is real-valued, nonnegative, mono-

tone, and countably subadditive.

We shall now suppose that a hypothesis stronger than (a) holds, namely:

(a') A is a topological space, U is the collection of all open sets of A, ® is a

subcollection of U which is also closed with respect to the operations of

infinite union and finite intersection, and 0Q®, ^4£®.

We suppose, as in §2, that also hypotheses (b), (d), (c), (0) hold. Note

that now ® defines a topology in A, ®£U. Let 93 be the minimal cr-algebra

containing ®, and Sic the hereditary cr-algebra of all subsets M oí A. Thus

®C93£2K.
For every set MQW. we define the following nonnegative set functions

ß(M) =   Inf  V(G), ßr(M) =   Inf VT(G),

(3.1)
ß+(M) =   Inf V+(G),       ß7(M) =   Inf V7(G), r = 1, • • • , A,

where, in each relation, the infimum is taken with respect to all GZ)M, G£®.

If 7(^4) < + », then p, jur, ju+, ß7 < + <» for all MQffl, and we can define
the following real-valued set functions:

(3.2) vr(M) = ß+(M) - ß7(M), r = 1, • • • , A.
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We shall denote by v(M) the vector set function

v(M) = \vi(M), ■■■ , vk(M)].

(3.i) Under the hypotheses (a1), (b), (c), (d), (0), and for every set M£3IÎ,

there is a sequence Gi, i = 1, 2, • • • , of sets G¿£®, G.OAT, i = 1, 2, • • • , such

that V(Gi)->p(M), Vr(Gi)->pAM), V+(Gi)^u+(M), V7(G,)^p7(M) as »-»«,
and, if V(A)< +oo, also %AGí)-^j>AM), r = l, ■ • • , A.

Proof. Note that if Gi, Gi, i= 1, 2, • • • , are sequences of sets G,-, G/ £®

and MEGl £G<, F(G<) —»a*(AT), then also V(Gi)—>p(M), as a consequence of

u(M) ^ F(G/) ^ F(Gí) (l.iv). The same holds for the other functions A*r, P7,

Air, r = l, • • • , A. Now, if Goi, Grt-, G^, G~it i = \, 2, • • • , are sequences of

sets of ® all containing M such that V(G0i)-+p(M), F(Gr,-)->Mr(M), V(G+t)

—>Atr+(A7), F(Grt)—>A*r(AT) as i—>oo, r=l, ■ ■ • , A, we have only to consider

the sequence G,-, t = 1, 2, • ■ • , defined by taking for each i, the set G< which

is the intersection of the sets Go,-, Gr<, G^, G^, r = 1, • • • , A.

(3.ii)  Under the same hypotheses as in (3.i) and for every set MEWl we have

(3.3) Ur(M)   =  Atr+W   + Atr-(M), t  =   1,   •   •   •  ,  A.

Proof. If Gi, i= 1, 2, • • ■ , is the sequence defined above we have Fr(G,-)

= F+(Gi) + Fr-(G<), t = l, 2, ■ • ■ , (l.ii). As *-»«>, we obtain (3.3).

(3.iii) Under the same hypotheses as in (3.i) and F(^4)<+ oo, for every

METÍ, we have

| vr(M) |   g Mr(JÍ) g At(Af), r = 1, • • • , A,

ll-WU = [ E "'(Af)] '2 ̂  [ E ¿m]   2 ̂  a.(M) g E *(*)•

This statement is a consequence of (l.ii) and (3.i), (3.2), (3.3).

(3.iv) Under the same hypotheses as in (3.i) and for every GE® we have

p(G) = V(G), and analogous relations hold for ur, p7, AT, r=l, • • • , A. If

V(A) < + oo we have also v(G) = 93(G).

Indeed for every UDG, UE®, we have V(U)^V(G), and thus V(G) is

the minimum of V(U) for all UDG, UE®.

(3.v) C/w¿er íAe hypotheses (a'), (b), (c), (d), (0), and (Hi) we feine u(0)

= ur(0) =P7(0) =AT(0) =0, r = 1, 2, • • • , A, w/Äere 0 is the empty set.

This statement is a consequence of (Hi).

(3.vi) Under the hypotheses (a'), (b), (c), (d), (0), (H), and V(A) < + <x> the

set functions p, pr, p7, p7 are outer measures in SDÎ.
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Proof. Obviously p(E)^0 for every ££2Jc, and ß(0)=O. Also, SB is a

hereditary cr-ring. If E, F&ßl, EQF, then any set G£®, GDF, contains

also £ and, if G< is any sequence of sets G<£®, GO£, t=l, 2, • • • , with

7(G,-)-»At(£). then we have also Gr\dQ&, EQGr\dCG, V(GC\GA^V(G),
and hence, as ¿—>+ », we obtain ß(E) g 7(G) for every G£®, GDF. Since

Inf V(G)=p(F), we have m(-E) ûft(F), and /i is monotone. The same holds

for the other functions.

If £,-, t=l, 2, • • • , is any sequence of sets £<£9)ic, then we have £0

= iii EiQW.. Given e>0, there is a set G,£®, G.O£i, such that /u(£,)

á7(G<) £/*(£<)+«/2'. Note that G0 = U,G¿£®, ££G0, and by (H,) also

00 00

ß(E) ^ 7(Go) Û £ 7(G.) á £ ß(Ei) + e,
i—1 >-l

where e>0 is arbitrary. Hence

m(£) ^ £ /*(£,),
i=l

and ß is countably subadditive. Thus ß is an outer measure in ÍÜc. Analogous

reasoning holds for ßr, ju+, jur, r= 1, • • • , A, and (3.vi) is proved.

As usual a set EQWt is said to be ¿i-measurable provided for every set

M CM we have

(3.4) ß(M) = ß(MC\E) + /i(M - £)•

Analogous definitions hold for all outer measures ¿ur, /i+, ß7, r = 1, 2, • • • , A.

(3.vii)  TAe collection E„ o/ a// p-measurable sets M£SDÎ îs a d-ring.

This is a well-known theorem (see, e.g. [4, p. 46]). The same holds for the

collections (§„„ (£„,+, %,- of all Mr, Mr+, AT-measurable sets il7£9Jc.

We need now two simple lemmas (3.viii, ix) whose proofs are given here

for the sake of simplicity, though they appear in a slightly different context in

[4, p. 45, p. 234].

(3.viii) A necessary and sufficient condition for a set E £ 3JÍ to be ß-measura-

ble is that for every MQ 30? we have

(3.5) ß(M) ^ ft(M(~\E) + ß(M - £).

Proof. Indeed M = (MC\E)\J (M - E) and by (3.vi) also

ß(M) á ß(M M £) + ß(M - E).

Thus we have

ß(M) = ß(M r\E) + ß(M - E)

if and only if (3.5) holds.
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(3.ix) A necessary and sufficient condition for a set EE$R to be p-measurable

is that for every UE® we have

(3.6) p(U) ^ p(Ur\E) +p(U- E).

Proof. Suppose E is At-measurable. Then

p(M) = p(M r\E) + p(M - E)

for every AT£9DÎ, hence for every AT= UE®, and this certainly implies

(3.6). Suppose (3.6) is true for every UE®, and take Af£9D<c, and GoE®

with Go DAT. Then

F(Go) = At(Go) ̂ At(Go n E) + p(Go - E) £ p(M ÍA E) + p(M - E),

and, since At(AT) = Inf F(Go), we conclude that u(M) ^p(Mí~\E)+u(M—E),

and this relation is proved for every AT£507. By (3.viii) we conclude that E is

measurable.

The requirement (H) of §2, i.e., the union of axioms (Hi), (H2), (H3), is

now to be replaced by a slightly stronger assumption, say (H'), namely the

union of (Hi), (H2), (H3), and

(Hi) Given GoE®, there is a sequence G<, i = 1, 2, • • • , of sets G<£®, such

that, if Gi denotes the closure of G, in the topology ®, we have G,£Go,

G¿£G<£G,+i, and F(G,)—»F(Go) as i—»oo, and analogous relations

hold for 33, Fr, Fr+, V7, r = l, • • • , A.

Note that the requirements alone G,£®, GjCGo, G<CG,CG,+i, are

trivial since the sequence G, = 0, t = l, 2, • ■ • , satisfy them. The following

axiom, also bearing on the topology ®, allows us to prove (H4) asa theorem:

(p) Given GoE® there is a sequence G,-, i = l, 2, • • ■ , such that G,£®,

GjCGo, G,CGiCG,+i, and Gi—>Go as i—»00.

It is obvious that (H2) and (p) imply (H4). Requirement (p) is known in

general topology (cf. [6; 7; 8]). The union of (H2) and (p) is a stronger re-

quirement than (H4) as T. Nishiura [lO] has proved by an example.

(3.x) Under the assumptions (a'), (b), (c), (d), (H'), and V(A)< + <», all

sets B of the a-algebra 93 are p-measurable as well as pr, u7, p.7-measurable. In

other words, the restrictions of p, pT, p7, AT, r = 1, • • • , A, on 93 are all measures.

Proof. It is enough to prove that all the sets G of the class © generating

93 are measurable. By (3.ix) it is enough to prove that for every UE® and

anyG£®wehaveAt(rT)^At(ír'°>G)+A((í/-G). Note that U, Ui\GE®, and

thus we have only to prove that V(U) ^ V(UC\G)+p.(U-G).

By virtue of (H4) there is a sequence of sets G„£®, » = 1, 2, • • • , such

that GnEUr\G, G„£G„CG„+i, V(Gn)^V(UC\G).
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Given e>0 and any integer n, letß=p(e, U),p„ = ß(e, G„), and v = v(jt, U),

Vn = v(jtn, Gn). Let Do = [7] be any system 7)£2) with 5(D) <min \y, vn]. Then

for the corresponding systems D0 = Du, Dn = DG„ we have

(3.7)
5(77o, U) < ß,       8(Dn, Gn) < ßn,

V(U) -   £ ||0(7)||
laU

V(Gn) -   £ ||0(7)||
JcG„

<  6.

Let us consider the sets Cl (U — G) and G„ where the closures are taken in

the topology ®. On one side, if a point w belongs to Cl (U—G), then it must

be in ,4-G, i.e., Cl (U-G)QA -G. On the other hand, GnQUr\GQG, and
hence the closed sets Cl (U — G) and G„ are disjoint. Let WnQ® be a set with

Wn~DU— G, WnC\Gn = 0. For instance, A—Gn has this property. Since

UD U-G, we have also WnC\ UD U-G, WnC\ Ur\Gn = 0, where WnC\ i/£®.

LetX=X(e, 7)o, U), X„ = X(e, 7)n, G„), ß0 = ß(e, Wnr\U),vo = v(jto, WnC\U),

v-vQs., U),Pn = v(\n,Gn),andletD'= [j] be any system D' £2) with 5(7)', ,4)

<min [v, vn, vq]. Then for the corresponding systems Do =D'V, 7)n' =DGn,

D' = Dw„c\u, we have

£ Ikcoll - hat
J<zl

<*, £

IaGn

£ ll<K7)|| - ||0(7)||<«,

(3.8)
£     ||0(7)|| < e,

Jct/;Jtr

E     ||0(7)|| < e,
JcG„;J<):r

V(U) - £ ||0(7)||
,Tc(7

We have now

<*, 7(PFnn¿7)-     £    ||0(7)||
JcWMU

< e.

V(U) ^  £ ||0(7)|| - e
JnU

i£      £     ||0(7)|| +   £  ||0(7)|| - e
J<zWnC\U JaG„

^      £     l|0(7)|| +   £    £   ||0(7)|| - e
J<zWnrw 7cG„   J<zl

= 7(i7nn u) + [   £   ||0(7)|| - v(wnr\u)~\
L jaw„nu A

+ F(G0 +   £ [ £ ||0(7)|| - ||0(7)||1
7cG„   L Jcl J

+ [   £ ||0(7)|| - ^(G»)l - e.
L rcG„ J

By (3.7) and (3.8), we have
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V(U) ^ V(Wn nU) + V(Gn) - 4e.

We have Wnr\UDU-G, and hence

V(U) ^ ß(U - G) + V(Gn) - 4e

and, as n—»co, also

V(U) è n(U - G) + V(U r\G) - 4e.

Since e>0 is arbitrary we conclude that

V(U) ^ n(U - G) + V(U C\ G).

The same holds for Atr, M*, AT Thereby (3.x) is proved. Note that the inclu-

sions G„£UC\G, GnEGnCG„+i, imply U — GEU — Gn, where U—GnE®, and

(U - Gn)r\Gn = 0,    UD(U- Gn) yJGn,    n-1,2, ••-.

Therefore, by (2.i), we have

V(U) è V(Gn) + V(U - S.) è F(G„) + a^ - G),

and, as tí—»oo, also

V(U) ^ V(GC\ U) +p(U - G).

This argument gives a new proof of (3.x).

Note that for every set ££93 the measure p(B) is the infimum of V(G)

for GE®, GDB and, by definition, p(B) = lni V(G) for all GDB, GE®. By
(3.i), there is a sequence G„, n= 1, 2, • • • , with G„£®, G„Z5G„+i, G„D5, such

that At(5) =lim At(G„) as »—»oo. If G = lim Gn = f\n G„, then BEG, and /*(73)
= p(G) =lim A«(Gn) as w—»a>. Now G is a Gs-set in the topology of A defined

by the collection ®. In the usual terminology (cf. [4, pp. 224-231]), a* is

said to be a regular measure. The same holds for pr, p7, p7. Thus (3.x) can

be reinforced by saying:

(3.xi) Under the same hypotheses of (3.x) the restrictions of p, pr, pt, m7 ^n

B are all regular measures.

Finally, if we denote by v the vector-valued set function defined on 30Î by

v=(vi, • • • , vk), vT = p7 — p7, r=l, • • • , A, we may conclude, in the termi-

nology of [4, p. 117], with the statement:

(3.xii) Under the same hypotheses as in (3.x) the components vT of the restric-

tion of v on 93 are signed measures, r= 1, ■ • ■ , A.

Note that for every set GE®, the vector-valued function v has the same

values as the function 93 defined in §1. Thus, we have extended 93 to the

(r-algebra 93 in such a way that each component vt is a signed measure.
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4. Jordan decomposition of the signed measures vT. It is convenient to

take into consideration the "interior part" 7° of each of the sets 7 in the

topology defined on A by the collection ®. We shall now require a slightly

stronger version of axiom (0) concerning quasi additivity, namely

(0') Given G£® nonempty and e>0, there is a number n = n(e, G) such

that if Do— [7] is any system 7?o£2)g with 5(7)0, G) <r¡, then there is

also a number X=X(e, 7)0) >0 such that, for every system D= [j] with

5(D) <X we have

(00 £
leDo

£ 0(7) - 0(7)
Jal"

<«,

(<K)£'||0(7)|| <e,

where  £' ranges over all JQD not completely contained in any Io,

IQDo.

An analogous requirement can be made for quasi subadditivity. We do not

modify the terminology since, with the new requirements, we are simply

treating the collection {7°} as the new collection {7}. Thus all statements

proved for (0) hold also for (0'). We will use requirement (0') in (4.iii). In

particular, Theorem (l.v) holds under the new hypothesis, and we shall refer

to it, as usual, in the sequel.

(4.i) Under requirements (a'), (b), (c), (d), (0), (H'), V(A) <-\-<x>, for

each r=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , k, there is a decomposition of A into two measurable disjoint

sets At, A7, A7^JA7 = A, At(~\A7 = 0, such that A+ is "positive," and A7 is

negative," i.e., for every set ££93 we have vr(Atr\F)^0, vT(A7(~\F) ^0 (Hahn

decomposition of A relatively to vT).

This theorem is a consequence of (3.xii) and [4, p. 121 ].

For every set B Q 93 let us put

(4.1)     v+ = Vr(B r\ At),     v7 = - vr(B r\ At),     *? = *+ + *r.

Then for every set 73£93 we have fr+^0, v7^0, vfS^O, and

(4.2)       vr(B) = v+(B) - v7(B),      v*(B) = v+(B) + v7(B),      r - 1, • • • , k.

In the terminology of [4, p. 122], vt, v7, v* are the upper, lower, and total

variations of vr respectively. Note that, for every set B £93, we have

vt(B C\ Af) = vT(B (A At) è 0,    vt(B C\ A7) = 0,    w(B f\ At) = 0,

v7iB C\ At) = - vr(B r\ At)^0, r = 1, • • • , A.

Note that the functions vt, vT, v? are measures in 93 [4, p. 123]. Note that

relations (4.2) are similar to the ones
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vAB) = ß7(B) - ß7(B),

ßAB) = ß7(B) + u.7(B),

and we will prove (4.iii) that, under condition (0'), p7 = v7, p7 = v7, pT = v*.

Under the sole condition (0) no identification is possible between these meas-

ures as we will show by examples. The following inequalities hold:

(4.ii) Under the same hypotheses as in (4.i) we have 0^v7Úp7, 0 ^jt^aT,

0£v*£n*,r=l, • • • , A.

Proof. For every set ££93, we have

v+(B) = vAB r\ A+) = ß+(B H A+) - n7(B C\ A+),    v+(B) = v+(B C\ A+).

Since p7(Bf\A+) ^0, we have p+(BC\A+) ^v7(BC\A+), and finally

P+(B) = p+(B (A A+) + u+(B r\ A-) ^ vr(B C\ A+) = v+(B).

Analogously, we can prove that p7(BC\A~) ^0,

P7(B r\ A-) ^ v7(B r\ A-),       p7(B) ^ v7(B).

Finally, we have

pAB) - v*(B) = W(B) - v7(B)] + [ß7(B) - v7(B)] S 0.

We shall now use (0') to prove

(4.iii) Under hypotheses (a'), (b), (c), (d), (0'), (H'), V(A) < + oo, we have

p7 = v7, AT = T, Mr = v? for every set B £ 93 and r = 1, • • • , A. Thus for every

set 73£93 we have p7 = vr(Bf\A7), p7= —v,(Br\A7), v* = pT = p7+p7, and vr

admits the Jordan decomposition vT = p7—p7.

Proof. Given r=l, • • • , A, and e>0, let p = u(e, A) be the number con-

sidered in (l.v), let D0= [7] be any system, D0£33, with 8(D0, A) <p, and X

the corresponding number X=X(e, D0) of (0'). Then we denote by G, G+, G~,

the sets which are the unions of all 7° with 7£D0, or 7£D0, 0r(7) ^ 0, or 7£D0,

0r(7) <0, respectively, and where 7° is taken in the topology ®. Then G, G+,

G-£®, G+C\G- = 0, G+\JG- = G, and

IE <t>r(I)   -   %r(A) |     < e, |  E I *r(7) |    ~  VT(A) |    < 6,

I E0r+W - V+(A) |   < e, |E <t>7(I) - V7(A) I   < e,

where E ranges over all 7£D0, i.e., over all IoEG. Nevertheless, in the last

two sums we could just suppose that E ranges over all 7£D0 with 7°£G+,

or I°EG~ respectively.

Let p = p(e, G), p+=p(e, G+), u~=p(t, G~) be the numbers defined in

(l.v) and v = v(p, G), v+ = v(u+, G+), v~ = v(u~, G~), the corresponding numbers

defined in (d3). Let e' = min [X, v, v+, v~], and D= [/] be any system D£35

with 8(D, A) <v'. Then we have
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(4.4)

£ 0,(7) - SS,(G)
JaG

£ 0+(7) - Vt(G)
JaG

£ 0,(7) - 93,(G+)

£ 0,+(7) - 7,+(G+)
Jcfl*

£ 0,(7) - 93,(G")

£ 0,+(7) - Vt(G~)
JaG'

and also

(4.5)

23 0,(7)   - 0,(7)

<«,

<«,

£   | 0,(7) |   - Vr(G)
JaG

£ 0,"(7) - Vt(G)
JaG

£   | 0,(7) I - Vr(G+)
JaG*

£ 0,-(7) - VT(G+)
JaG*

£   | 0,(7) I  - Vr(G~)

£ 0r(7) - Vt(G~)
JaG'

7c G

23 0,+(7) - 0,+(7)   < e,
Jal"

£   | 0,(7) I   - I 0,(7)

£ 0,-(7) - 0,-(7)
Jal"

<«,

< e.

Now, if we consider those 7, 7 with JQD, IQDo, JQP, with 0r(7)^O,
0,(7) ^0, or 0,(7) 2:0, 0,(7) ^0, we deduce from the last two inequalities

£
I a a*

£ 0r(7) - o
Jal"

and hence,

(4.6)

£ 0,+(7) - 0

£ 0r(7) < 6,
JaG*

£  0,+(7) < e.
JaG'

By virtue of the corresponding relations (4.4), we have

(4.7) Vt(G+) < 2e,        Vt(G-) < 2e.

On the other hand, by virtue of the corresponding relations (4.4), (4.5), (4.6),

we have
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0 = Vr(A) - Vt(A) - Vt(A) g VT(A) - Vt(G+) - Vt(G~)

= \vT(A)- £  | 0,(/)| 1- ET  £   | 0,(7) |   - | 0,(7) | 1
L IaO A        IaO L Jal' J

+   £ 0r(7) +   £  [0,+(7) - Vt(G+)]
JaO* JcG*

+  £ 0,+(7) + £ [0,-(7) - vt(g-)]
JcG' IaG'

< e + e + e + e + e + e = 6e.

Thus,

0 ^ VT(A) - Vt(G+) - Vt(G~) < 6e,

hence

0 ^ ßt(A - G+) + ßT(A - G") = ßt(A) + ßT(A) - M,+(G+) - ß-(G")

= Vr(A) - Vt(G+) - Vt(G~) < 6e,

and finally

ßt(A - G+) < 6e,       ßT(A - G-) < 6e.

Let B be any set 73£93. Thus, 73nG+£93, 73HG-£93. There isa sequence

gn, n = l, 2, ■ • • , of sets gnQG such that gnDgn+u gnDBi\G+, V+(gn)

-^>pt(Br\G+), VT(gn)^>ßT(B(~\G+). As a consequence, we have successively

gnr\G+Q®, gnr\G+Dgn+xr\G+, g„nG+D73nG+, F+(g„nG+)^+(rinG+),
7,(g„nG+)^Mr+(73nG+), VT(gnr\G+)-*pT(BC\G+), and finally

u,+(73 n G+) = lim 7+(gB H G+),

vr(B C\ G+) = lim [Vtign r\ G+) - 7,-(gn H G+)],

and also

,i,+(7i H G+) - *(£ H G+) = lim 7r(g„ Pi G+).

Thus

0 á M,+(73 H G+) - «v(73 H G+) á 7,-(G+),

0 ^ u,+(73) - vt(B)

= m,+(73 H G+) + u,+(ß H (A - G+)) - y,+(73 n G+) - vt(B C\(A - G+))

= [ßt(B f\ G+) - v,(73 r\G+)] + vT(B H G+)

+ [u,+(73 H (A - G+)) - v,+(73 r\(A- G+))]

g 7,-(G+) + ßT(B H G+) + m,+(5 n (A - G+)) g 27,~(G+) + u,+(A - G+)

< 4e + 6e = 10e.

Since e>0 is arbitrary, we conclude that ßt(B)=vt(B) for every 73£93.
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Analogously, we can prove that p7(B) =v7(B). Finally, we have

ßAB) - v?(B) = [ß+(B) - v+(B)] + [u7(B) - *r(B)] = 0.

The last part of statement (4.iii) is now a trivial consequence of Theorem

(4.i) and relations (4.2). Thereby (4.iii) is completely proved.

Remark. If we replace hypothesis (0') by the slightly weaker hypothesis

(0), then (4.iii) does not hold necessarily, i.e., the hypotheses (a'), (b), (c),

(d), (0), (H'), V(A) < + oo do not imply the conclusion of (4.iii). This can

be seen by the following example, which even satisfies (e) and (g).

Let A = [ — l^tf^l] with the usual topology, and ® = U be the collection

of all open sets G open in A. Let {7} = {7r„} be the collection of all closed

intervals Irn = [r2~n, (r + 1)2-"], r « - 2», -2- + 1, ■ • • , 2" - 1,

35 = {D„, n = 0, 1, 2, • • • } the collection of all finite families D„

= [7rn, r= -2", -2"+l, • • • , 2"-l]. Thus for every set G open in A, Dna

is the subfamily of all (closed) 7„ with 7r„£G, r=-2n, -2" + l, • • ■ ,2n-l,

and 35g= [Db0, « = 1, 2, • • • ]. Finally, we take 8(DnG, G) = 2"", and A = l,

0(7r„) = O if r^-i, 0, 0(7r„) = -l if r=-l, 0(7rn) = +l if r = 0. Then, if
0£G, we have F(G) = 2, 93(G) =0, V+(G) = V~(G) = 1 ; if 0£G, we have
7=93= F+= F- = 0. Thus, 93(G) = 0, V+(G) = V~(G) for all G and, by (3.1)
At+(AT)=At_(AT) for all subsets AT of A, hence, by (3.2) and (4.1), v(M)
= v+(M)=v~(M)=0 for all subsets M of A, while p+(M) =p (M) = 1 for

every M with 0£AT.

Given any set ££93, we shall denote by [H] any finite decomposition

[TT]=[TTi, • • • , TT„], S=TTiWJ72W • • ■ \JHn of B into disjoint sets

TTi, • • • , 7Tn£93.

(4.iv)  Under the same hypotheses as (4.iii) and for every set D£93, we have

[* -1 1/2 p    * -1 1/2

E av(77)     = sup e   E vrtm    ■
r-l J IB]     HelH] L r-1 J

Proof. From (3.iii), (3.x) and the definitions, we have

(4.8)      E   [¿¿(77)1 ''g    E   [¿MW]  '2=    E   p(H)=u(B).
HelH] L r-l J HelH]  L r=l J HelH]

Given e>0 let G£® be chosen in such a way that BEG, p.(B) á V(G) <u(B)

+€, and analogous relations hold {or pr, r = l, ■ ■ ■ , k. Let p=p(e, G)>0 be

the number defined as in (l.v), let D0= [7] be a system of N sets 7 with

D0£35g, ô(Do, G) <ai, andletX=X(e, D0, G) be the number defined as in (l.v).

Then we certainly have

(4.9) v(G) - E Ik«
refl„

<e, Fr(G)   -   E    I 0r(7) < e, r = 1, • • • , A.
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Let G' = U7°, where U ranges over all IQDo. Then G'CG, G'£®. Let

p' =|i(«, G') >0, ju'(7) =fi(e/N, 7°), 7£7)0) be numbers defined as in (l.v), let

v'=v(ft', G')>0, v'(I)=v(jt'(I), 7°)>0, v"=v(\, G)>0 be numbers defined as

in (ds), and 7) = [7] be any system with 7) £ 2) = 2)¿, 5(7), A)
<min [v', v'(I), IQDo, v"]. Let DQ., Dt,, D0 be the unions of all 7£77 which

are respectively in G', 7°, G, (IQDo). Then we have

5(77G', G') < ß',       5(7)/», 7°) < /(J),       8(DG, G) < A,

and thus

(4.10)

£
7e7>,

We have

V(G') -   £ ||0(7)||
JaO'

V(P) -   £ ||0(7)||
Jal'

£ ikcoli - Ik«»
Jal

<e/AT,

<*,   £
/6Dn

W)-   £   10,(7)
JcG'

7,(7») -   £   10,(7)
/c7°

£  |0,(7)|  -I 0,(7)
/cl«

<e/TV,

IQDo,

<e.

[* 2        1 1/2

£ 0,(7) + 2e.
r-l J

If we denote by £,(7) the difference under |   | in the sixth relation (4.10),

we have also, by substitution and Minkowski's inequality,

ß(B)<Z\t{ £ I *>(■/)
IeD„ Lr-ll Jar'

=i2Z\t\T, 10,(7)
7€B0 Lr-ll   Jal°

= £[£{ £ kco
7e7>0L ,-i v Jc/'

á£[£{ E |0,(7)
J6fl0 L ,-1  I.  Jal*

=^2Z\tÍ2Z    UV)
7€D0L  r-l  V   Jal'

-un}']
2-1 l/2

+ 2e

n2-11/2

+  | i,(7) | J- + 2e

•v   2-1 1/2 I-    » -1 1/2

} +22\Zàl)\      +2e
/   J rsz>0L r-l J

-\   2-1 1/2 k

\ +££   \UD\   +2e

nl/2+ (* + 2)e.

If we denote by f,(7) the difference under |   |  in the fourth relation

(4.10), we have also, by the same argument,
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*(B) < £ [ £ {7,(7») - UD}2\\ '2 + (A + 2)e
7eD„ L ,=t J

t* 2      0  "11/2£ Vr(I )       + (2A + 2)e.
,=i J

We have 7», G'£® and hence, by (3.iv), ßT(P) = 7,(7»), and finally

r *   2 o n1/2
(4.11) „(73) < £     £ ßr(I )\     + (2A + 2)e.

IeD„ L ,=i J

For every IQDo let 7', 7" be the sets P = P(~\B, 7" = 7°-73, and let

K = G-G', M=Kf~\B=B-G' = B-\JP. We have 7', 7", K, M£93,
7» = 7'U7", „,(7°) =„,(£)+„,(7"), and

m(U7") = £ „(7")  á „(G - 73) = „(G) - ß(B) < e,

A,(U7") = £ ,1,(7") =g „,(G - 73) = „,(G) - „,(73) < e,

r = 1, • • • , A,

where U and £ range over all IQDo. We have, by (4.11)

M(73) < £ [ 23 {m,(7') + ßril")}*}'2 + (2k + 2)e,
l€D0 L ,=1 J

and, by repeating the same reasoning above,

ß(B) <  £ I" 23 m'(7')1  '2 + (3A + 2)e.
leD0 L ,=i J

Finally we have

F   *       «        "I 1/2        r    * -11/2

(4.12) ß(B) < £     £ ßr(P)       +     £ ßr(K)        + (3A + 2)e,
l6i)o L r=l J L ,-1 J

where the TV sets 7' and K form a decomposition of 73 into TV+1 disjoint sets

of 73. This proves that

„(73) g Sup    £   I" £ „'(77)
W     77S [77] L ,=1

This result together with (4.8) proves the first part of (4.iv).

To prove the second part of (4.iv) let us observe that (4.12) actually

states that there exists a decomposition [77] of 73 with

"(B) <   £   [ E ^(77)1      + (3A + 2)e.
77e[77]  L  ,=1 J

Let Ht = H At, Ht = HAT, r = 1, ■ ■ ■ , k, and

-1 1/2
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Hi, h...ik = 7TÎn Htn • • • n Hk,        iu h, •■-,** = i, 2,

where we take i7i+ if *i=l, TTf if i'i = 2, and analogously for H2, ■ • • , 77*.

Thus

77= U        77„...lt
• l.--•■»1=1,2

where U ranges over the 2* disjoint sets i7tl- • -ik all in 93. If E' denotes any

sum ranging over all these sets, we have

[* -11/2

EfE'^D,-,...,-,)}2       +(3A + 2)e,
r-l J

r *   2 n1/2
E    E'    EMr(77„...<t)        +(3A+2)e,
eim        L r-i J

1/2

:    E'l  E^(D,,...,)|
He

where now Mr(TTtl.. .¿J = ±vAHil--• .»)• Hence

r *   2 "i1/2

»(B) è   E    Z'\2Z MHi,...ik)\     + (3A + 2)e,
HelH] L r=l J

and, by the same argument above, we prove the second part of (4.iv).

5. Radon-Nikodym derivatives. The measures aT, p7 and the signed meas-

ures vT are absolutely continuous with respect to pr, and pr, AT, AT, vT are

absolutely continuous with respect to p, r = l, 2, • • • , A. Indeed, by (3.1),

(3.2), (3.3), we have |j»r| = ja*^ — at| Úp7+p7 = prúp- Hence the Radon-

Nikodym derivatives

dvr dpr dp7 dp7
0r(w) = —-,       ßAw) = —- ,        ß+(w) = —- ,        ß7(w) = — •

dp dp dp dp

dvT dp7 dp7
7r(w) = -— ,      7r+M = — > y7(w) = ——. r = 1, • • • , A,

dpr dpr dpr

exist (At)-a.e. and (Air)-a.e. in A respectively, are measurable functions in the

measure spaces (A, 93, a*), (A, 33, Mr) respectively, and we have — 1^0r, Trál,

0 Sßr, ß7, ß7,77, y7ú 1. We shall also denote by 6(w) the vector valued func-

tion 6(w) = (fli, • • • ,6k).

(5.i) Under the hypotheses (a'), (b), (c), (d), (0'), (H'), F(^)< + oo, we

have

. , ßr = ß7 + ß7, 0r = ß7 - ß7, ß7 = 7rH%, ß7 = 77ßr, (y)-a.e. in A ;
(a)

77 + 77 = 1,      7r = 7r+ - 7r, (pr)-a.e. in A ;
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0,       |0r|   =  \ßt-ßT\  =  \ßt + ßT\   = ßn       (ß)-a.e.inA;

0,       17, | = | yt - yT | = yt + 77 = 1, (ßr)-a.e. in A ;

T,+ = 1,    yT = 0,    or   yt = 0,   yT = 1, (ßr)-a.e. in A.

Proof. The relations ßr = ßt+ßT, Or=ßt-ßT, (ju)-a.e. follow from ftt

=„++„7 (3.ii) and »»,=„+—„7 (definition (3.2)) respectively. The relations

ßt=ytßr, ßT = yTßr, (ju)-a.e. follow from the chain rule on Radon-Nikodym

derivatives.

The equalities 77+77=1 and 7, = 7+ — yT, (ju,)-a.e., follow from pt+ftT

= „, and vT=ßt—ßT again. Thus (a) is proved.

We will derive the equality j3+07 = O, (ju)-a.e., from (4.i) and (4.iii). In-

deed, we have 07 = 0, (ju)-a.e. on At, and hence 6r=ßt-ßT = ßt = ßt+ßT=ßr,

(ju)-a.e. on At; we have /3+ = 0, (ju)-a.e. on At, and hence —ßT = ßT—ßt=ßT

=ßt+ßT=ßr, 0«)-a.e., on Ar. Thus | 0,| = |j8+-j3r-| =0,++jBr=ft, („)-a.e.
as in .4.

| The relations 7+77 = 0, |7,| = |7+—771 =7++77=l, (jur)-a.e. are proved

similarly. Thus 77=1, 77 = 0, or 77 = 0, 77=1, (ju,)-a.e., and (5.i) is proved.

(5.ii)  Under the same hypotheses as in (5.i) we have

(5.1) 0Î+ • • • +el = ||o||2 = /3Í+ • • • +ßl = 1, („)-a.c. ¿«A.

This statement is a consequence of [6, p. 318] and (5.i).

Let 7)= [7] be any system D£2) and, for every 7£2), let us consider the

set 7°£7, 7°£®, where 7° is taken in the topology ®. Let G = U7°, G£®,

where U ranges over all IQD. Let n(w), wQA, be the vector function

(5.2) r,(w) = v(P)/ß(P) if w Q 7°, 7 £ D;       v(w) = 0 if w Q A - G.

Then n(w) = (771, • • • , 17*) and ||t?(w)|| ^ 1 for all wQA. Also, n(w) is constant

in each of the disjoint sets 7° with IQD, and A — G, all belonging to 93, and

hence r¡(w) is „-measurable in A.

(5.iii)  Under the same hypotheses as in (5.i) we have

lim   (A)f\\e(w) - r,(w)\\2dß = 0.
HD) -K)

Proof. Given e>0, let „=„(e, ^4)>0 be defined as in (l.v), and 7)= [7]

any system 7)£2) of TV sets 7£{7} with 5(7), A) <„. Let X=X(e, 7)) be

defined as in (l.v). Let „(7) =„(e/TV, 7») be defined as in (l.v) for each IQD,
and v(T)=v(ß(I), 7°) as in (d,). Finally let / = min[„, X, v(7)] for all IQD.

Let 77 = [7] £2) be any system with 5(7)', A) <v'. Then we have

138

ßtßT =
(b)

and, either

7,+7, =
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(5.3)

E HD - HD

V(P) - E HD
Jczl

<e/N,

v(A) - E \\HD\\
leD

V(P) - E lk(T)ll<t/N

for all 7£D. By 7°£®, and (3.iv) we have

E II v(7») - 0(7)|| = 2Z\\W°)-HD
leD

(5.4) ^E
leD

9S(7°) - E HD
/ci"

+ E
leD

E 0(7) - 0(7)

g JV(e/iV) + e = 2e.

If E denotes any sum ranging over all 7£D, we have

(A) j\\e - v\\2dp = (A) j\\e\\2dp -2 2Z(A) ferVrdp + (A) j\\v\\2dp

= »(A) - 2 E E (TO $6rVrdp + E (/°) JUVdp

= M(A) - 2 E |kT°)||VA<(7») + E \\v(P)\\Vp(P)

= mU)-EIIk/°)II2M7»)
- m(^) - EllKTOll + E [||"(/°)|| - ||f(70)||VA<(7<>)]
= ß(A) - E||"(T°)|| + E l|k70)||/At(7°)][At(7'>) - ,(/°)]

á2[M(.4)-Elk'0)||]

= 2[f(^) - E Ikooll] + 2 E I WhdW - \\»(P)\\ I •
Thus, by (5.3) and (5.4) we have

{A)
/'

V\\2dp < 2e+ 2-2e = 6e

for every D£35 and 8(D, A) <p. Thereby, (5.iii) is proved. Statement (5.iii)

extends [2, p. 361 ] and [3, p. 150].

6. The integrals 3 and 3o- In [l ] we have considered a set A, a collection

® made up of the only set A, a collection {7} of sets 7C.4, a collection 35 of

finite systems D= [7] of sets 7£{7) satisfying (b), a mesh 5(D) = 5(D, A)

satisfying (di) and (d2), a vector function 0(7) = (0i, • • • , <pk), 7£J7 ,

satisfying (0) with respect to 8(D) and 35 (i.e., quasi additive). If V= V(\\cp\ )

= V(A) < + «J, then all functions 0, 0r, ||0||, |0r|, 0r+, 4>7 are quasi additive.

Let T: p = p(w), wEA, p = (xi, ■ ■ ■ , xm), be any mapping from A into a

given set KEEm. Then for every 7£ {7} let co(7) =0sc (T, 7), and, for every
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D = [I]£2), let a(D) =max u(I) for all IQD. We have supposed in [l ] that

5(7)) has been chosen in such a way that

(«) «(Z?) ̂  5(7)) for all D Q 2).

This is actually a continuity requirement for T in A.

Let p = (xi, • • • , «m) denote any point pQEm as above, g =(31, • • • , qk)

any point qQEk, and © the unit sphere in Ek, or <§= [g££&, ||g|| = l]. Let

/(/>, g), pQKQEm, qQEk, be any function of (/>, g) defined for all (p, q)

QKXEk, such that

(fi) f is a bounded and uniformly continuous function of (p, q) in KX&;

(U) f(P, tq)=tf(p, q) for all t^O, pQK, g££*.

For every 7£ {7} we may choose arbitrarily a point r£7 and consider the set

function

Hi) = f[p(r), <p(d],    ie{i}.

We have proved in [l]:

(6.i) Under hypotheses ® = A, (b), (di), (d2), (0), (a), (I) and V(A) < + »,

the scalar set function $(7), 7£ {7J, satisfies (0) (i.e., i> is quasi additive, and

given e>0, the numbers 77(e), X(e, 7)0) of (<b) can be determined independently of

the choice of r in each set I, IQD, 7)£2).

(6.ii) Under the same hypotheses as in (6.i), the following limit exists and

is finite,

3 = S(f, T, 0) =    lim     £ f[p(r), 0(7)],
a(D)-»o ieD

where D = [7]£2), t is any point tQI, and 3f is independent of the choice of r

on each IQD.

3f is said to be the 3-integral of / on the mapping T with respect to the

quasi additive function 0.

In the present paper, by using hypothesis (a), we could replace A in

(6.i) and (6.ii), by any set G of the collection ®, and then the integral above

could be thought of as a set function 7(G, /, T, 0), G£®.
Also, by using hypotheses (a'), (0') (instead of (a) and (0)) we may define

7 by means of another limit, analogous to the one in (6.1), as it was done in

[3]. Indeed, the following theorem holds:

(6.iii) Under hypotheses (a'), (b), (c), (d), (0'), (H'), V(A) < + », (a,), (f),

we have

3(f,T,<b) =    lim     £/[/>«, V(P)].
S(D)^o   ieD

Proof. Let M>0 be a number such that p(A) = V(A) g M-1, \f(p, q)\ú
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AT-1 forallp£7C, g£<S. Given 0<eaL let €i=e/15AT, and p, 0 <p<e!/14,
a number such that \f(p, q)-f(p, q')| <ei, for all pEK, \-eiú\\q\\,\\q'\\úl,
||g — g'll ̂ 14p. Let o- = p6/48A, let u = u(cr, A), O^p^o-, be the number defined
in (l.v), and D=[T]£35 any system with 8(D, A) <p. Let X = X(<r, D),

0<X^p, be a number defined as in (l.v), and let D'= [/] be any system

with 8(D', A) <X.
For any 7 £ 35 and JED let ct(I), ß(J) be the unit vectors a(7)

=0(7)/||0(7)||,ß(7)=0(7)/||0(T)||.Let Er, E'- E(7). E' denote as usual
sums ranging over all 7£D, all JED', all JED' with 7£7°, all JED' with

7 (£7° for any IED, respectively, and let E* he any sum ranging over all

JED' with 7£7° for some 7£D and \\ß(J)-a(I)\\ ^P2. Then, by Lemma

(5.i) of the previous paper [l] (where e is now replaced by p2), we have

E*lkOll <p2.      2Z'\\HD\\ <p\
Y.rT.HHDWWßi.D - Hi)\V < p\

Er I E(7) \\HD\\ - |k(7)|| |   < P2,      Er II E(7)0(T) - 0(7)|| < p2,

II «U) - 2Zr HD\\ < p\        I V(A) - Er \\HD\\ I   < P2,

Il SU) - 2ZjHJ)\\ < p2,      I V(A) - ZA\HD\\ I < p2.
Since D'= [T]£35 can be taken with mesh 8(D', A) arbitrarily small, we

deduce from the fourth and fifth relations (6.1) that

(6.2) Er \\W°) - HD\\ = P2,        Ez | F(7») - |k(7)|| |   g p\

For every 7 let us denote by E*<7)> E0<7) sums ranging over all JED',

JEP, with \\ß(J) -a(7)|| ^p, or ||j8(7) -0(7)|| <p respectively. Let us denote

by D¿, D2', Di", D" the subcollections of all 7£D such that, respectively

|| E(7) HD - S3(7°)|| ^p|k(7)||,

(6.3) |E<7)lk(T)|| -F(7»)|  èp|k(7)||,

\\\HD\\ -V(P)\  äp|k(7)||,

E*<7) IkOll ̂ P||0(7)||.
Let D2 = Di\JDi'\JDi"VJDi2' and Di = D-D2. For every 7£Di we have

93(7°) = E(7) *(T) + Pi|k(7)||       with     ||pi|| < p,

F(7«) = E(7,lk(^)H+P2|k«ll     with    |P2|  <p,

F(7") = |k(7)|| + P3|k(7)|| with    |p,|  <p,

E*(7)lk(T)|| = P4lkœll with |P4| <p,

and, for every JED', JEP, 7£Di, we have

0(7) = «|| 0(T)|| + 0(7)
with
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£(/) ||0(7)|| = (£»<'> + £*(/,)||0(7) - «||0(7)||||

á£o(/)p||0(7)|| + 2£*»)||0(7)||

^p£tí)||0(7)|| + 2£*«)||0(7)||

gp[7(7»)-p2||0(7)||] + 2P4||0(7)||

áp||0(7)||(l-p2 + p,) + 2P4||0(7)||

= ||0(7)||[p(l - P2 + p.) + 2p<] < 5p||0(7)||,

and hence

£») 0(7) = 5P6||0(7)||    with    0 = ||P6|| < p.

We have also, by (6.3) and (6.2), (6.1),

£||0(/)|| áp-1£[||£í0(7)-93(7»)||
reßj leD

+ I £(/) ||0(7)|| - 7(7») | + | ||0(7)|| - 7(7») | + £*<'>||0(7)||]

^ p-1[2p2 + 2p2 + p2 + p2] = 6p.

Finally, by combining (6.4) and (6.5), we have, for every IQDx,

,(7») = 93(7») = £<" 0(7) + pi||0(7)||

= «£<" ||0(7)|| + £«> 0(7) + pi||0(7)||

= a[V(P) - P2||0(7)||] + 5p,||0(/)|| + pi||0(7)||

= || 0(7)|| [a(l + p3-p2)+pi + 5p6],

„(7») = 7(7») =||0(7)||(1 +P3),

7(7) = v(P)/ßiI) = [a(l + pa + P2) +Px + 5p6](l + ps)-1,

\\y(I) - a(I)\\ = ||( - «P2 + pi + SPl)(l + Pl)~Í < 14p.

Since ||a|| =1, 14p^ei, we have \\y\\ àl —«i, and also [|-yj| ̂ 1 since „ is the

total variation of v. Thus for all IQDx we have

\f[p(r), a(I)]-f[p(r),y(I)]\   < tl.

We have now, since 7(7») =„(7°), 93(7°) =v(P), and by force of (f2),

|A|   =   I £7/[/>«, 0(7)] -2Zrf[p(r),v(P)] |

=   I £//[í(r),a(/)]||0(/)|| - 2ZiAP(r),y(I)]ß(P)\

á  £  \f[p(r), «(/)] -f[p(r), 7(7)] | ||0(/)||
7eD!

+ E  |/[^),7(7)]|||0(7)||-„(7»)|
7e7>!

+ £  |/[/>(r),a(7)]||0(7)||  + £ \f[p(r),y(I))ß(P).
7eo2 leD,
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By the definition of p we have

I A |   ^ ei Er \\HD\\ +Mp+M-6p + M(6p + p2)

^ ei[F + p2] + 143Tp < 15JlTei = e,

for all D£35 with 8(D, A) <p. Thus A-^0 as 5(D)->0 and, thereby, (6.iii) is
proved.

(6.iv) Under hypotheses (a'), (b), (c), (d), (0'), (H'), V(A) < », (a,), (f),

the function f[p(w), 6(w)], wEA, is p-integrable in A.

Proof. Since p(w) EK, ||0(«O|| = 1, (p)-a.e. in A, and /is bounded inKX®,

we conclude that f[p(w), 6(w)] is defined and bounded (p)-a.e. in A and,

hence, it is sufficient to prove that the same function is p-measurable in A.

If D„, n= 1, 2, • • • , is any sequence of systems D„£35 with 8(D„, A)—»0

as «—»oo, and we denote by r¡n(w), wEA, the corresponding sequence of

functions defined in §5, i.e., nn(w) = [ij„i, • • • , 7j„*], nn(w)=v(P)/p(P) for

every w£7°, 7£Dn, nn(w)=0 otherwise, we have (.4) f||f?(ît>) — vn(w)\\2dp—>0

as n—»oo. Hence, we have also (v1)/||0(m>) — r¡n(w)\\dp—»0 as n—»oo, and finally

Vn(w)—*0(w) in (p)-measure in A. Finally, there is a subsequence n, of integers

»,—»oo such that t}n,(w)—>0(w) as s—»oo (p)-a.e. in A. Thus, we may select a

(p)-measurable subset A* of A and a sequence D„, « = 1, 2, • • • , such that

DnE®, 8(Dn, A) <l/n,n = 1,2, • • • ,p(A -A*) =0, ||0(w)|| = 1 for all wEA*,
and nn(w)—>0(w) as n—»oo for all wEA*.

For every 7£D» let us take a point t„£7° and let pn(w), wEA, be the

mapping defined by pn(w)=p(rn) for all wEP, 7£D„, and pn(w)=p0 for

all w£4 — G', G' =.4 — U7°, U ranging over all 7£D„, where po is an arbitrary

fixed point of K. Thus p„:^4—»7C, i7„: -<4 —»7it, and both pn(w) and ?7„(wi),

w£^4, are (p)-measurable, since they are constant on each of the sets 7°£93,

A —G'£93. Since/is continuous on KXEk we conclude that/[p„(w), r¡n(w)],

wEA, is p-measurable in A, n = \, 2, • ■

Let Wo be any point woEA*. Since ||0(w0)|| =1, nn(wo)-^d(wo), there is an

integer n0 = no(w0) such that ||»?n(w>o) — 0(wo)|| <l/2, and hence l/2^||7j„(wo)||

^3/2 and r¡n(wo) 7*0, for all n^no. As a consequence, w0£7° for some 7£Dn,

and rin(w0) = v(P)/p(P), pn(wo) = p(r„), t„ £ 7°, and ||pn(w0) - p(w0)\\

gOsc[p(w), 7°]^w(Dn)g5(D„, .4) <1/« for all m^«0. By (f), the function/

is uniformly continuous on the set KX<®', ©' = [q\qEEk, l/2g||g|| ^3/2],

and, by [pn(w0), nH(wo)]EKX©', [p„(wo), i7„(wo)]-»[p(w0), 0(wo)]£#X@,

we conclude that/[p„(w0), 7?„(wo)]—>f[p(wo), B(w0)] as ra—>oo, for all WoEA*.

Thus/[p(w), 9(w)] is p-measurable in A*, and, since p(^4 — ̂4*) =0, this func-

tion is p-measurable in A. Thereby, (6.iv) is proved.

Under the hypotheses of (6.iv) the function f[p(w), 0(w)], wEA, is de-

fined (p)-a.e. in A and is (p)-integrable in A. Hence, the integral

So = %(f, T, V) = (A) ff[p(w), d(w)]dp
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exists and is finite. 3o is said to be the 3-integral of the function/ on the map-

ping T with respect to the vector valued measure v. We shall prove in (6.v)

that 3 = 3o under the same hypotheses as above, i.e., the integral 3 defined

in (6.ii) has the representation

(6.6) 3(7, T, 0) = (A) J* f[p(w), 8(w)]dß.

Remark. Let us assume that (A, 73, v) is any given measure space, where

v= (vx, • • • , vk) is a vector valued measure with total variation „ and ß(A)

<». If Qr(w)=dvT/dß denote the Radon-Nikodym derivative of vT with

respect to „, and 8(w) = [ox, • • • , Bk], then 6(w) is defined (ju)-a.e. in A and

||fl(w)|| = 1, (ju)-a.e. in A. Also, suppose that/(/>, q),pQKQEn, qQEk, is any

function satisfying axiom (f), and p(w), wQA, p(w)QK, a mapping satisfy-

ing solely the hypothesis: f[p(w), 8(w)], wQA, is „-integrable in A. Under

these assumptions an integral 3o(/, T, v) exists and is finite. In (6.iv) we have

just proved that these assumptions are verified for the measure function v

defined in §3.

(6.v) Under hypotheses (a'), (b), (c), (d), (0'), (H'), 7(¿)<», («), (f)

we have 3 = 3o, i.e. (6.6) holds.

Proof. Let M>0 be chosen as in (6.iii) and, given e>0, let ei and p be

chosen as in (6.iii). By (6.ii), (6.iii), (5.iii), there is X, 0<X^p, such that for

any finite system D= [7]£2) with 5(7), A) <X we have

\S(f,T,<b)-2ZTf[p(T),*(P)}\   <ex,

(A) j\\8(w) n(w)\\2dß < p2ei.

Let G = U7°, where U ranges over all IQD, let y(F)=v(P)/p(P) and n(w),

wQA, be the function defined, as in (5.2), by r¡(w)=y(I) for w£7», and

t](w) =0 in A —G. Also, let p(w), wQA, be the function defined by p(w) =p(r)

for w£7°, p(w) =p(w) in A —G. Finally, let us observe that, by (co), we have

Osc(r, 7) =w(7) gw(7)) ^5(D, A) <X^p for every IQD. Let 73CA be the set

of all wQA with ||ô(w) — J7(w)|| <pand let C=^4—73. Then we have | ■V\\=^P
in C,

P2ß(C) £ (A) f \\8 - v\\2dß Ú P2ex,

and finally „(G) <«i. Thus we have

\f[p(w),r,(w)]-f[P(w),8(w)]\   <ex,

| f[p(w), 6(w)] - f[p(w), 6(w)] |   < e1(

for every wQB. Also we have
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2Zif[p{r), v(P)] = 2Zrf[p(r),7(DHP) = (A) J f[p(w),V(w)]dp.

Finally, we have successively

3C/,r,0) - (A) j f[p(w),6(w)]dpA|   =

= |S(.

+ Zrf[p(r),V(P)] - (A) j f[p(w),V(w)]dp

+ \(B) f {f[p(w),n(w)] - f[p(w),6(w)]\dp

+ \(B)j{f[p(w),6(w)] - f[p(w),6(w)]\dp

(C) J f[p(w), n(w)]dp  + I (C) J f[p(w), 6(w)]dp+

á ei + 0 + eip(TJ) + eip(B) + 2Mp(C)

< ei + Afei + Afei + 2Afei g 5Mei < e.

Thus, A—»0 as 8(D, ;!)—>0 and, thereby, (6.v) is proved.

List of axioms: (a), p. 117; (a'), p. 124; (b) = (bi, b2), p. 115; (c), p. 117;
(d) = (di, d2, d3), p. 115; (e), p. 120; (g), p. 123; (0) = (0i, 02), p. 115; (0),

p. 116; (0'), p. 130; (H) = (Hb H2, H3), p. 119; (H') = (Hi, H2, H3, H4), p. 127;
(f) = (fi, f2), p. 140; (w), p. 140; (p), p. 127.

Content. Introduction, p. 114; §1, Quasi additive set functions, p. 115;

§2, Connection with a topology in A, p. 117 ; §3, A measure p associated to 0,

p. 124; §4, Jordan decomposition of the signed measures vT, p. 130; §5, Radon-

Nikodym derivatives, p. 137; §6, The integrals 3 and So, P- 139.
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